
Harrow hit 
five in fine 
performance
A FIVE-STAR showing underlined the 
progress Harrow Borough are making this 
season as they produced their best 
display of the campaign to date to thrash 
Farnborough 5-0 on Saturday.

Leading at the break thanks to Ryan 
Moss’ goal, the home side accelerated 
away after the break with further efforts 
from Shaun Preddie, Mitchal Gough, Moss 
again and Anthony O’Connor to wrap up 
an impressive showing that lifted 
Borough to sixth in the Southern League 
Premier Division South table.

Harrow were on the front foot from the 
outset and the pressure finally told in the 
28th minute when Moss acrobatically 
converted from close range after Gough 
had headed a deep Michael Bryan corner 
back across goal.

Despite a dominant first half, the hosts 
had to settle for one-goal lead at the 
break. But any fears their fans may have 
had at their side not being further ahead 
were firmly swept aside as Harrow went 
into overdrive in the second period.

Preddie doubled their advantage six 
minutes after the restart when he headed 
in a deep Bryan cross, and two became 
three eight minutes later as Gough swept 
home from 15 yards after his header from 
a corner had been beaten away.

Moss doubled his account with his 10th 
of the campaign in the 72nd minute when 
he latched on to a Frank Kieta pass and 
held off a defender to fire home.

The seal was set on an impressive 
afternoon’s work in the last minute of 
normal time as two substitutes 
combined, with Shpat Ijmalki’s free-kick 
glanced in by a fine O’Connor header.

Tough baptism for young 
keeper as Stones beaten
WEALDSTONE endured a dismal 
and frustrating afternoon as they 
suffered a 3-0 defeat at home to 
Eastbourne Borough on Saturday.

Ryan Hall scored a brace for the 
visitors as Stones finished the 
game with 10 men, having missed 
a penalty and played a 16-year-old 
in goal.

The teenage keeper was short-
term Reading loanee Myles Rob-
erts, who replaced Jonathan 
North, while another youngster, 
17-year-old Femi Azeez, was also to 
make his first appearance off  the 
bench.

The visitors sought to exploit 
their hosts’ young shot stopper 
from the outset and he was forced 
into one fine save, before Stones 
fashioned their first opportunity 
when Fumnaya Shomotun hit a 
tame shot straight at Mark Smith.

But the breakthrough followed 
immediately after when a poor 
kick from Roberts left Joel Rollin-
son free to run down the right and 
cross for Hall to score with a loop-
ing header. The young goalkeeper 
was struggling with his kicks and 
it was proving detrimental for 
Stones. 

Within three minutes Eastbourne 

had a two-goal lead. A goalmouth 
scramble resulted in the ball hit-
ting the far post and shortly after 
a cross came into Dean Cox who 
swept past Roberts on 25 minutes. 

The home side’s prospects got 
even more bleak heading into half-
time when midfielder Christian 
Smith was red-carded following a 
challenge on halfway.

Stones were in trouble but Danny 
Green wasn’t too far away from 
halving the deficit after the restart 
when he struck the outside of  the 
post from a free-kick.

Substitute Bradley Bubb created 
an even better opportunity by win-
ning a penalty in the 57th minute, 
but Green saw his spot-kick saved 
by Smith before he also dealt with 
the rebound.

The introduction of  talented 
youngster Azeez and Jeffrey Mo-
nakana gave Stones more impetus 
going forward and both had good 
chances to score; Azeez couldn’t 
reach Jerome Okimo’s cross and 
Monakana forced a terrific save 
onto the post after a rapid run into 
the 18-yard box. 

Connor Stevens flicked a header 
over the bar, but Eastbourne were 
looking for a third goal and it ar-
rived with two minutes remaining 
when Hall curled his second across 
Roberts and into the far corner.

By Anthony Matthews
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Young keeper Myles Roberts was beaten three times in goal for Stones.
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